
The Willow of Distinction
The 'Arabah (willow of the brook) has no

beauty or smell, does not give any shade, does not
produce any fruit and grows alone by the water.
Passers by don't even pick it.

There is a parable in Qol Sasson about a king
who had many maid-servants. Among them was one
who had no beauty, and none of the men-servants
wished to marry her. The king seeing this, felt
compassion towards her and elevated her and made
her part of his royal retinue. As a result, all the other
servants became her servants. In addition, the king
told the other members of his royal retinue that he
would not approach them unless she was among
them. This ensured her acceptance by all.

The 'Arabah is likened to the maid-servant.
G-d took the 'Arabah and placed it among the regal
Lulab (shoot of the palm-tree), the Ethrogh (citron)
and the Hadas (myrtle) – three plants of quality and
distinction. Despite their importance, without the
'Arabah, we are told that these three are Pesulim
(unfit for ritual use).

This is a great message from G-d that all His
creatures are equal and we should not push anyone
away or reject them, because G-d will not accept us
unless we include even the "'Arabah" of His people.

(See Qol Sasson [¡akham Sasson Mordekhai Moshe] Ch. 43)

Using the Synagogue's Arba'ah Minim (Four
Species)

On the first day of Sukkoth, having a Lulab and
Ethrogh is a commandment from the Torah (outside the
Beth Hamiqdash the requirement for the remaining days was
enacted by the ¡akhamim). Yet there are those who are
willing to make large donations in order to open the Hekhal
or show the Sefer Torah, but will not purchase their own
Lulab and Ethrogh. Instead, they use their friend's or the one
that the Synagogue purchases for the congregation to use.

It is important to have one's own Lulab and Ethrogh.
Indeed, if the Synagogue has a very special Ethrogh
(Mehuddar) and a person sees that his own Ethrogh while
Kasher, is not of the same quality, he should still recite the
blessing on his own and not on the superior one of the
Synagogue.

In fact, if someone does not have his own set of Lulab
and Ethrogh, it is preferable for him to borrow one from his
friend rather than use the one of the congregation. In such a
case, however, since one must bless on his own set, he must
be given the Lulab as a Mattanah 'Al Menath Leha¥zir (an
outright gift provided he returns it –  which means that
provided he returns it to its original owner, it will be
considered that for the time he had it, it was his).

(See Kaf Ha¥ayyim 658: 1, 17, 80)
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Hosha'na Rabba:  The End of Fifty One Days of Repentance
We increase our prayers and our supplication on Hosha'na Rabba, because Hosha'na Rabba is the end of the

fifty one days that were given to the Jewish people, through G-d's infinite mercy, in order to make Teshuba
(repentance).

The breakdown of the fifty one days is as follows. There are thirty days of Elul – counting the first day of
Rosh ¡odesh, which is actually the last day of the month of Ab – plus twenty one days of the month of Tashri.
Hosha'na Rabba is on the twenty first day of Tashri. 30 + 21 =  51. Fifty one in Gematria is ̀ p (Na - Nun Aleph). The

term ̀ p (Na) is a request and supplication. 

Therefore, fifty one days were given to the Jewish people to make requests and supplications. Hosha'na
Rabba is the fifty first day. That is why the day is called Hosha'NA Rabba, as if to say, give salvation on the Na, the
fifty first day which is "Rabba" (great), because, we have a concept that everything depends on the ending. 

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shana Aleph, Parashath We'Zoth Ha'Berakha, Oth Aleph)

If a Sukkah Collapses
The commandment for building a Sukkah is ieyrd on `le dyrz (Make, and not from that which is already

made), which means that the walls of the Sukkah have to be put up before the Sekhakh (covering) of the Sukkah.
If one did it in reverse order the Sukkah is Pasul (ritually unfit). 

The same applies if, after you have erected the Sukkah correctly, the walls collapse. In such a case you must
rebuild the walls, remove the Sekhakh and then put it back on again. However, once Sukkoth has started and you
have sat in the Sukkah, then, because the Qedusha (holiness) has rested on it, if you rebuild the walls on ¡ol
Hammo'ed without removing the Sekhakh, (carica - after the fact) it is Kasher. 

(See Rab Pe'alim Aleph, Orah ¡ayyim Lamad Dahl, and Ben Ish ¡ai, Shana Aleph, Haazinu, Oth Beh)

    Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe

To Sit or Not to Sit (in the Sukkah)
Women are known to be the foundation of the Jewish home and, therefore, due to their numerous

responsibilities, are exempt from time bound positive commandments. For instance, the commandment of
sitting and dwelling in the Sukkah is just such a commandment, since it has to be performed on a particular
date (from the fifteenth of Tashri for seven days).

There is an additional explanation for the exemption of women from these time bound commandments.
The Torah views time as a holy and precious commodity. One of the ways to instill the value of time is through
the time bound commandments which serve as a reminder of the importance of time. Women, who are created
with an internal biological monthly clock, do not require an additional "external" reminder, while men do.

¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim 'a"h writes in his holy work "Laws for Women", that women who wish to
perform these time bound Mi£woth, may do so (with the exception of Tefilleen and ¢i££ith), and will, in fact, be
rewarded by the Creator for their deeds. He adds that women should accompany their husbands at night to
sleep in the sukkah, and of course join him for the meals.

¡akham Ya'aqob ¡ayyim Sopher, known as the Kaf Ha'¡ayyim, adds that the act of sitting in the
Sukkah purifies the souls and gives a message of recognition of Hashem's kindness to us.

My dear friends, may we have the Zekhuth (merit) to appreciate the holiness of the precious devn
(commandment) of dwelling in the Sukkah, which represents the clouds of glory surrounding the children of
Israel in the desert. May this commandment nurture and increase our gratitude of Hashem's continuous
kindness to us, then and now.
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